Prince Rupert Moose Dart League
Results of Vote at 2012-2013 Annual General Meeting
April 20, 2013
************************************************************************************************
1Should be by majority or a higher percentage (i.e. 51% as opposed to 70%)
It was voted that a majority vote will be used for future votes. All future votes will be decided on by a majority
which will be 50% + 1 person
************************************************************************************************
2Should we have a rule saying that you have to have a different partner for each doubles game.
The majority vote was yes, that no two players should play 2 doubles matches together on the same night
************************************************************************************************
3Change nightly fee from $4 to $5
The Majority vote was yes, so the fee will be changed to $5 per night starting in the 2013-2014 season
************************************************************************************************
4 – League to continue to run tournaments, to support the tournament like other league events (i.e. Turkey Shoot),
and to show support in the equivalent of 2 nights of fees, per player for the fall tournament
The Majority vote was “Yes” that the league will run and support the Fall and Winter tournaments.
************************************************************************************************
5Rule 13.11 - When the league is divided into “A” and “B” Divisions, spares
from other teams should only be used from the same division. If this cannot
be done, then a spare from “B” division may be used in “A” division but “A”
Division players may not spare for “B” division. “A” division players may
only spare for “B” division teams if it means a forfeit and the apposing
team agrees.
Proposed Change: To clarify that this rule comes into effect only when divisions are divided up so that they "A"
teams are not playing "B" teams
The majority vote was “Yes” and this rule will be updated in the rules for 2013-2104.
************************************************************************************************
6 – Changing the start time to 7:30 pm from 8:00 pm
The majority vote was “Yes” and for the 2013-2014 Season the nightly start time will be 7:30 pm for regular
league nights.
************************************************************************************************
7 – To be voted on:
Make the league a “true” mixed league and require a person of both sexes on each team, and have to play at least
75% of the nights.
The majority vote was “No”. This rule will not be made.
************************************************************************************************
The current rules (http://prdarts.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2012-2013-PRMDL-Rules-and-Regulations.pdf) will be
modified to incorporate the above changes and will be available before the start of the 2013-2014 Season.

